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The beginning of Shakespeare's 2 Henry IV takes the form of an address to the audience, as a single figure enters the stage and speaks a choric prologue directly to the auditorium. The performance technique that is enacted here is familiar enough from many other plays in the period, especially those that deal with history. In his section on the play's sources, Melchiori further glosses the same passage in another footnote when he suggests that the Holinshed connection has been missed by previous editors. 3 The emblematic figure of Rumour therefore has some provenance, as well as enough currency during the Renaissance to be recognisable to the play's first audiences. The congruence of the production of meaning and the performance of that production are both epitomised in the stage figure at the same time. One of the references given by Melchiori is to the performance of a mask at the court of Henry VIII, which serves as the putative origin of the stage direction that Rumour wears a coat of painted tongues. 4 Certainly there is enough of a recognisable performance tradition for the audience to have no problem identifying what this figure represents visually, as well as by its language. 5 The overall dimension of performance provides a context for this complex of associations, which Melchiori characterises as a play that is:
'[…] first and foremost an exploration of the ways in which a play comes to be conceived, a re-elaboration from different angles of pre-used theatrical materials. 6 Accordingly, one could see Rumour not only as a stage character, but as a mouthpiece for a form of dramatic art that is intimately concerned with its own presentations.
Shakespeare therefore chooses to open 2 Henry IV with a statement that requires the audiences to think about the nature of what is being presented, both in terms of its purported reworking of historical material, and also as drama.
relation to history plays. He describes it as follows:
This self-consciousness about theatrical production is tied to the selfconsciousness about history that was part of late sixteenth-century historical culture. 7 Walsh sees Shakespeare's history plays as developing a range of theatrical techniques already associated with the Queen's Men in particular. At one point he writes that:
The dialectic of the "now" of theatre and the "then" of the past is made, for a moment, explicitly clear, and it is no accident that a clown is responsible.
Clowning with history is a signature move of the Queen's Men, a move that highlights the temporality and artifice of historical knowledge.
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One might add that Shakespeare does exactly the same, but in even more pointed terms, with Rumour's exhortation to the audience in 2 Henry IV. 9 The persona delineates what it does, and then notes that this is in fact unnecessary, because the audience is already well aware of the possibilities.
REPORTAGE AND THE RENAISSANCE STAGE
The line drawing on the cover of the New Mermaids series of Renaissance dramatic texts gives a good indication of how someone like Rumour would have been performed. 10 Although there seems to be a couple of other characters present, the main focus is upon a figure right at the forefront of the stage. He is directly addressing the main body of spectators on the ground level, with his left arm flung wide. In fact, haranguing them is probably more correct. Such a re-imagining of
Renaissance performance reminds us that our textual conventions, such as the 'aside', are relatively inadequate tools for analysing the dramaturgy of the period. 15 Surrounded on all sides by an audience composed of people from all social ranks, the actor has to engage the audience in ways that are dynamic, keeping their attention by using techniques of which we have only a hazy conception. The closest we come in modern performance is the theatre in the round, but even here the playgoers are a relatively homogeneous group; at the very least, they will usually behave themselves, which was not always the case in Renaissance theatres. The same usually goes for our audiences. Henry IV, by that other fourth dimension, time, which is also known as 'history'.
It is a critical commonplace that such a drama is 'metadramatic', fundamentally engaged with the theatrics of its own productions. But this is no simply self-reflexive dramaturgy, because it has to keep the audience involved in order to succeed, and success includes hard-headed business realities. David J. Baker has researched the role of the nascent early modern marketplace in the economic demand for literary and dramatic works:
This active searching consumer implies an active searching producer as well: a literary entrepreneur bent on discovering through trial-and-error the tastes of this demanding consumer, the better to supply her with the goods and services she wants.
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A dynamic circularity comes into existence, by which an emerging market for dramatic performance is recognised and then catered for by means of a certain kind of theatrical production. And not always successfully, it has to be said; as Baker goes on to note, some plays simply did not succeed in commercial terms: 'Troilus repetitively stages the dilemmas of the early modern marketplace'. 17 Baker analyses Shakespeare's Troilus and Cressida in terms not only of the play's insistence on the marketable value of Cressida, but also in terms of the relation between the play and the business environment in which it was imbricated. And in the latter sense, this particular production was a market failure.
The later play is in a sense not dynamic enough. Its performance techniques and the meanings it generates are not fully adequate to address the required financial ends of the theatrical business, unlike the relative popularity of earlier history plays like 2 Henry IV. The circularity comes in to play as and when a given theatrical production attempts to address these needs, and one of the most important elements by which it can do so is of course the kinds of performance techniques it utilises.
Weimann theorises how the staging works to do this, but 'reportage' works differently from the effects he enumerates. It adds another layer to the stage, in effect creating a distanced form of presentation that can be a very potent tool for the dramatist. It goes well beyond the zones of the stage, including its three dimensions, and it is particularly illuminating that Rumour in 2 Henry IV effectively colludes with the audience in the operation. They are indeed all in this together.
THE CASE OF DESDEMONA AND A SPANISH INTERLUDE
Reportage does not work the same way in all of the plays; to suggest so would be falsely to limit the possibilities it creates. In Othello, for example, Desdemona is described several times by different characters in different ways well before she enters the stage. These conflicting presentations signal to the audience that this personage is Despite the contemporary Renaissance arms, the discourse this time is Homeric, as a personified deity intervenes in the personal conflict between Andrea and Balthazar.
The reference to Pallas Athena before the walls of Troy reinforces the point. The play has now reached the fourth time this battle has been recounted, and so its importance as a crucial element has to be obvious to the audience by now. Indeed, the entire beginning of the play is structured by means of reportage. The action has been set in motion by events beforehand, and the audience is attuned to how their consequences will be played out in full.
THE MODERN GAZE: CINEMATIC SHAKESPEARES
The full nuances of such complex interactions can really only be teased out in full by contemporary audiences. There are several reasons why this should be so, and they all relate to the history of theatrical development and cultural change after the In his film version, Zefirelli instead uses the resources provided by film to show the 'accident' happening. In his version, the Friar carrying the letters goes off into a partially hidden grove at the side of the road, presumably for a break, and Romeo thunders past on horseback almost immediately afterwards. 22 This seems straightforward enough, but it does imply that the director feels a need to fill in for a modern cinema audience the very gap that Shakespeare simply leaves unshown. It may be that Zefirelli's version points to a symptomatic awareness that 20 th century audiences need more information than was necessary for a contemporary theatre audience.
This suspicion that an over-determining factor may be at work can also be applied In his film version of Macbeth, Roman Polanski takes the same logic much further. 27 The way he does so is much more radical in its implications than either of the directors mentioned so far, because he shows events that do not directly take place However, the reliance placed by the director on this radically different form of seeing allows the gaps to be filled in for a much later culture. The result may be similar, but the way it is achieved bears witness to a major shift in cultural perceptions.
